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Abstract. Many machine-learning techniques use feedback information. However, current context fusion systems do not support this because they constrain processing to be structured as acyclic processing. This paper proposes a generalization which enables the use of cyclic processing in context fusion systems. A solution is proposed to the inherent problem of how to avoid uncontrollable looping during cyclic processing. The solution is based on finding cycles using graph-coloring and breaking cycles using time constraints.

1. Introduction

Context information needed by context-aware applications is often not directly measurable by sensors. Therefore, sensor measurements need to be processed. This process of computing higher-level understanding from lower-level sensor measurements can (as in [2]) be defined as “context fusion”. The processing in terms of context fusion might take the form of estimation, where some specific information is sought. An example of this is the estimation of the location of a mobile device from a set of time measurements. To support context fusion, a specific type of system named a context fusion system (CFS) has been proposed. Different CFSs have been proposed within both the pervasive computing community, such as Solar [2], and the data management community, such as Aurora [1].

The role of a CFS is to interact with both sensors, context managers, and end-user applications. The interaction with sensors follows some sensor protocol, and context managers and end-user applications interact with the system using some context provision protocol. A context manager is an additional mediator between context information providers and end-user applications. The two main elements of a CFS are operators and channels\(^1\). The operators are implementations of individual processing steps. A single processing step could be, for instance, the application of a Bayesian estimator, a Kalman filter, an aggregation, or a mapping. The channels are data connectors between operators. Examples of different types of channels are pull channels, push channels and periodic channels. A problem with current CFSs is that they constrain processing to be structured as acyclic processing. In terms of channels and operators this means that combinations of these have to form acyclic graphs.

This paper proposes a novel generalization of such systems to allow combinations to form cyclic graphs. Context fusion with operators and channels forming cyclic graphs allows operators to use feedback information. The use of feedback information is a very common technique in machine learning. It is used, for instance, by priors in Bayesian estimation, Kalman filtering, and also often with hidden Markov models. The generalization to cyclic graphs allows such popular machine-

\(^1\)Some systems use a different naming but have conceptually equal elements
learning techniques to be correctly modeled as combinations of channels and operators. However, a
generalization to cyclic graphs needs to address the inherent problem of how to avoid uncontrollable
looping when processing cyclic graphs. This paper proposes a solution to this problem based on time
constraints on data processing. The proposed solution is consistent with how feedback information is
used in popular machine-learning techniques such as the ones mentioned above.

However, CFSs also exist that do not directly represent the structure of processing, such as [3]. These
CFSs do not constrain how operators are combined. This is because operators themselves have to
look up the operators they depend on. Therefore, the operators can when programming be combined
in anyway a developer would like. In comparison, the proposed solution enables cycles without a
developer having to handle this when programming.

This paper focuses on sensors that produce continuous streams of data. From such streams, machine-
learning techniques can estimate and detect relevant higher-level context information. Examples of
such continuous streams are video camera feeds and streams of signal strength measurements. This
is different from sensors, that are able to output discrete application events [5].

The paper is structured as follows. The proposed generalization of CFSs to cyclic graphs is further
described in the next section. Then, the proposed solution for avoiding uncontrollable looping is
presented in Section 3. A conclusion and a discussion of further work are given in Section 4.

2. Cyclic Graphs

Combinations of operators and channels can be modeled as a graph with channels as directed edges
and operators as vertices. Figure 1 shows a combination of several channels and operators. The figure
shows both an acyclic and a cyclic version of the same combination of channels and operators. The
acyclic version has several problems:

First, the acyclic graph does not allow the modeling of feedback information. For instance, if operator
3 has to depend on feedback information from operator 4, the operators have to be combined in one
operator, and the combined operator has to keep state to remember the last output of the combined
operator. This means that an operator instance has to exist for each monitored entity. However, if
cycles are used the last output information can be retrieved over the cycle as illustrated on the right in
Figure 1. Therefore the cycles avoid that operators have to be combined and keep state to remember
feedback information.

Figure 1. An acyclic and a cyclic operator graph
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Second, the combination of operators to satisfy the acyclic constraint means that operators cannot be independently implemented and used. This is also illustrated on Figure 1. In the acyclic graph, illustrated on the left, operator 3 and operator 4 have to be composed for operator 3 to use the output of operator 4. This means that operator 4 cannot be independently changed and replicated. An additional problem is that operator 3 also has to receive input from and provide output to operators which operator 4 was connected to. These problems are completely avoided with cycles, as shown on the right in Figure 1. This means that operators can be implemented and used with a finer granularity.

These two benefits of cyclic graphs have several important implications for CFSs. First, because processing steps can be implemented statelessly, their implementations can be replicated on several devices, and can be moved between devices. Second, because of the finer granularity, single processing steps can now be changed and recombined in other setups to allow flexible processing. These benefits come with the cost of increased complexity of the CFS for handling the cyclic generalization.

3. Time Constraints

This paper proposes to apply time constraints to avoid uncontrollable looping during cyclic processing. These time constraints should be managed by the CFS. The time constraints should avoid uncontrollable looping by constraining processing of data sent over a cycle-creating edge which is the last edge to close a cycle. Figure 2, shows on the left an example of a combination of operators and channels including a cycle-creating edge illustrated as a dashed line. A CFS can automatically find the cycle-creating edges with a breadth-first coloring of all vertices. The breadth-first coloring starts from the vertices that represent operators which only have external inputs from sensors. When the cycle-creating edges have been found, the CFS can constrain the data sent over the channels represented by these edges. Channels should constrain data by delaying the point in time where data can be either picked up or forwarded. The time delays that should be enforced by channels depend on the frequency of data updates. Therefore, these delays should be calculated, for instance, from the frequency of sensor inputs or requests over the context provision protocol from context managers or applications.

In the following, a detailed example is given with a CFS having cyclic graphs, time constraints, push channels, and single-threaded execution of operators and channels. The single thread executes operators and channels in a order satisfying all non cycle-creating edges. Such an order can be determined by the same coloring algorithm as used above for finding the cycle-creating edges. The CFS calculates the frequency of execution of all operators and channels from requests over the used context provision protocol. Because the operators and channels are executed with a specific execution frequency we can count as time steps: $T_1, T_2, ...$ the executions of the operators and channels. A CFS matching these assumptions has been implemented as a prototype; however, the details of it are omitted from this paper.

On top of the described CFS, a Location Fingerprinting (LF) system has been realized following [4]. This LF system is based on Bayesian inference and use a Markov model for tracking. The operators and channels used to realize the LF system are shown in Figure 2. This Figure also illustrates the execution of the operators and channels for the LF system. The execution is illustrated for time step $T_1$ (the first time step) and $T_x, x > 1$ (any later time steps). In the first time step $T_1$, the mapping operator is executed which means that it picks up data on the incoming push channel and outputs data on the outgoing push channel. The channels are marked $T_1$ to illustrate that this data is from time step $T_1$. The Bayesian operator is then executed and pushes data to the aggregator operator.
and the Markov operator. The Bayesian operator is, however, not able to pick up any data from the Markov operator. The Markov operator is then executed and pushes data back to the Bayesian operator. Finally, the aggregator operator is executed and pushes data for output to applications or context managers requesting context information. In following time steps $T_x$, the operators are executed again in the same order. However, because the Markov operator outputted data in time step $T_{x-1}$, the Bayesian estimator will be able to collect data from it in time step $T_x$. As illustrated, data is delayed over the cycle-creating edge to enforce the time constraint. This delay is consistent with the Bayesian estimator’s assumption about feedback information illustrating the solutions applicability with machine-learning techniques.

Figure 2. Execution of operators at time step $T_1$ and $T_x$ for a LF system.

4. Conclusion and Further Work

This paper presented a generalization of CFSs to cyclic graphs. This generalization has several benefits in terms of stateless implementation, flexibility and replication. A solution was proposed to the inherent problem of how to avoid uncontrollable looping during cyclic processing based on enforcing time constraints on data. However, to further evaluate the idea it would be valuable to try out other kinds of machine-learning techniques and sensor inputs. Another relevant line of further work is to evaluate the extension of other CFSs with cyclic capabilities.
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